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1. INTRODUCTION

Automobile is a product of mechanics and electronics for

the basic function of transportation, but nowadays the safety

and performance is strongly studied at the vehicle maker for

the purpose of customer satisfaction. Recently, Convenience

of the compact car has become one of the pursuing items to

keep up with the telematics market accompanied by IT.

Telematics is a new compound word of telecommunication

and information, and it comprises the navigation system like a

security service and real time traffic information service by the

communication of between each sensor and ECU(electronic

control unit), which is controlling all kinds of engine functions 

and power train parts. In case of the engine failure, ECU has

the information of the fault value of embedded engine parts,

and this fault information is used in the auto repair shop by the

scanner[1]-[3] with the wire cable which is connected to ECU

ALDL line.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present a new method for monitoring of ECU's sensor signals of vehicle. In order to measure the

ECU's sensor signals, the interfaced circuit is designed to communicate ECU and the Embedded Linux is used to monitor

communication result through Web the Embedded Linux system and this system is said "ECU Interface Part". In ECU Interface 

Part the interface circuit is designed to match voltage level between ECU and SA-1110 micro controller and interface circuit to

communicate ECU according to the ISO, SAE communication protocol standard.

Because Embedded Linux does not allow to access hardware directly in application level, anyone who wants to modify any low

level hardware must develop device driver. To monitor ECU's sensor signals the most important thing is to match serial level

between ECU and ECU Interface Part. It means to communicate correctly between two hardware we need to match voltage and

signal level, and need to match baudrate. The voltage of SA-1110 is 0 ~ +3.3V and ECU is 0 ~ +12V and , ECU's communication

Line K does multiple operation so, the interface circuit is used to match voltage and signal level. In Addition to ECU’s baudrate is

10400bps, it's not standard baudrate in computer environment. So, we need to develop a device driver to control the interface

circuit, and change baudrate. To monitor ECU's sensor signals through web there's a network socket program is working in

Embedded Linux. It works as server program and manages user's connections and commands. Anyone who wants to monitor

ECU's sensor signals he just only connect to Embedded Linux system with web browser then, Embedded Linux webserver will 

return the ActiveX webbased measurement software. It works in web browser and inits ECU, as a result it returns sensor signals

through web. All the programs are developed with GCC(GNU C Compiler) and, webbased measurement software is developed

with Borland C++ Builder.
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Recently development of wireless scanner by the RF &

Bluetooth module has been studied[4][5], but scanner with web 

based measurement has not been tried yet. For the purpose of

the development of the web based scanner, this study was

concentrated on the programming of the embedded Linux

platform which can communicate with ECU by designing the

interfacing electronic circuit in pursuit of the improvement of 

complicated users manual of scanner. ECU sensor signal has

been graphed at the web based measurement by simultaneous 

-ly operating the ECU and internet web site, and experimental

results show a good agreement to the scanner at the condition

of idle mode and acceleration mode.

2. ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT

2.1 ECU Configuration
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The information and signals from engine related sensors 

required to control one vehicle, are very much the same as the

others. Particularly, the ignition and fuel management are

main function of the ECM(electronic control module), and

both are interrelated when it comes to fuel economy,

emissions and performance. This is why most management

systems now in use combine ignition and fuel control. This

particular engine management system is controlled by an

electronics control, which is responsible for managing

injection and fuelling requirements of the engine.

The ECU also provides an output to the diagnostic system

in the form of both warning light and a serial diagnostic data.

On board diagnostics are becoming essential for the longer

term operation of systems if clean exhausts are to be 

maintained. In the USA and EC a very comprehensive

diagnosis of all components that affect the exhaust is required.

Nowadays, all new cars after the year 2000 will have to

comply with the KWP2000[6]-[8] system. Digital electronics

allow both sensors and actuators to be monitored. This is done 

by allocating values to all operating states of the sensors and

actuators. If a deviation from these figures is detected this is

stored in memory and can be output in the workshop to assist 

with fault detection using wire scanner. ECU can

communicate with a scanner through the K-line or L-line for

the purpose of monitoring of a vehicle’s state. 

Fig.1 Bus system of ECU’s various types

K-line supports the serial type data that are bi-directional

bus-line to the external system. Also, K-line used for the

initialization of communication. On the other hand, L-line is

usually used for the initialization of communication, which is

one-direction. This is also categorized with several ways

varying with the makers. The system type classify by L-line is

or is not, and the direction of K-line. When the several ECUs 

connect to the same bus line, A ECU only initialize through

the fixed address.

2.2 ECU Communication Protocol

ECU has to be initialized before data communication with

scanners by serial port. There are two kinds of methods to

complete ECU initialization. One is to make the L-line zero

state and grounded when key is placed at ignition position.

Initial ization

T1 T2 T3 T4 T4T0

DataSynchro word Key word1 Sub key wordKey word2

5bps 10400bps

2ms  T0

2ms  T1  2s 

2ms  T2  1.2s 

0.2ms  T3  1.2s 

2ms  T4  1.2s 

Fig. 2 Communication Initialization

Then, driver’s panel gets the red sign and send the error

codes in the Free-Running Mode. The other is more realistic 

way for ECU initialization, first scanner sends the address

code at the communication speed of 5 bps to K-line and L-line

simultaneously, the ECU sends the serial communication data

at the speed of 10.4 Kbps. Fig. 2 shows the process of ECU

communication initialization.

After the ECU initialization, faults information for the ECU

can be received on the web based environment. The data 

header is received first which is consisted of synchronization

word and keyword. The keyword configuration is different

according to the automobile makers. When makers want to use

another new type of keyword configuration, they has to

summit this to FAKRA for the purpose of keyword

homologation.

PC
PDA

PC

NoteBook

TCP/IP

ECU

OBD communication by
K and L-line

Embedded LinuxBoard

Web-Based

Fig. 3 Configuration of web-based measurement system

Fig. 3 shows the entire system configuration for this study.

ECU interface circuit is designed for the communication

between the ECU and embedded LINUX system. Socket
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program mainly used in real time faults detection and

communication with embedded web server has been coded on

embedded Linux system to enable the ECU to communicate at

the condition of PC web browser environment. 

program mainly used in real time faults detection and

communication with embedded web server has been coded on

embedded Linux system to enable the ECU to communicate at

the condition of PC web browser environment. 
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3.1 H/W Interface3.1 H/W Interface

Table 1 describes the H/W specification of embedded

LINUX system. Intel SA-1110 MCU is loaded to the

embedded Linux system used in this paper, and this system

has 16M flash ROM, 32M SDRAM and CS9800A network

controller.

Table 1 describes the H/W specification of embedded

LINUX system. Intel SA-1110 MCU is loaded to the

embedded Linux system used in this paper, and this system

has 16M flash ROM, 32M SDRAM and CS9800A network

controller.
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Fig. 4 ECU Interface circuit 

ECU interface circuit is needed to communicate with the

embedded LINUX system. Fig. 4 explains the ECU interface

circuit. ECU interface circuit has the multiplexer for the exact

distribution of signals that are overlapped on ECU K-line and

level shifter to fit the ECU voltage level to the LINUX module 

operating voltage. Three GPIO lines have been designed to

control these IC circuits. Fig. 5 explains the block diagram of 

web-based communication between the ECU and LINUX 

odule.m

Part Specification Model

MCU
206MHz Intel Strong ARM 

RISC Processor
SA-1110

RAM 32Mbytes SDRAM K4S281632C

ROM 16Mbytes Intel Strata Flash Intel E28F128J3A

Ethernet CS8900 10Mbps CS8900

RS-232C 1Port MAX3221E
Serial

RS-232C 1Port ECU Com 

USB USB Client Power

GPIO General Purpose I/O I/O

Fig. 5 Block diagram of web-based measurement system

3.2 System S/W

3.2.1 ECU Interface Device Driver

Fig. 6 Flowchart of network socket program
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Device Driver of the ECU has to be programmed first to

communicate with the embedded LINUX. In this study, The 

ECU device driver is coded like a module and embedded into

LINUX module. The main functions of the ECU device driver

are composed of the transmission of ECU initialization signal,

the generation of ECU communication speed 10400bps and

the management of overlapped I/O K-line signals. The roles of

the main functions of ECU device driver are as follows.

ecu_open(  )

Using open( ) function to control the ECU interface circuit

in application program, this one is called for the preparation of

communication. This takes management of GPIO port and

adaptable initialization. This stops at the error signal.

ecu_close(  )

Using close( ) function to complete the program that are

related to interface control in application, this one is called and

returns the resources related to GPIO. This has the watchdog

function.

ecu_ioctl( )

In application program the ECU initialization is needed to

communicate with other fault detecting devices. For 

performing this work, ioctl(Input/Output Control) function is 

called to manage the ECU communication properly. In this

case, this function is used to manage the ECU initialization

signal transmission and configure the communication speed at

the 10400bps 

3.2.2 Network Socket Program

The programmed device driver is used in the application

program, the network socket program takes this role. The

network socket program has several functions, which are

waiting the client connection and returning the sensor signals

to the client by communicating with the ECU. Fig.6 shows the

algorithm of the network socket program.

When the connection from the new client is requested, the

socket program is forked to child process to deal with the

client request and wait the new internet connection. The newly

made child process will initialize the ECU to connect with

interfaced client and transmit the ECU sensor signals to the

client.

3.3 Experiment System

To reduce the developing time to the web based automobile

faults detection, an experiment ECU measuring system has 

been configured which is the same as the common ECU 

installed in the actual vehicle and performed the measurement

of faulted values. Fig.7 shows the actual photo of experiment

ECU measuring module. After completing this experimental 

test successfully, the actual ECU fault detection can be tested. 

Fig. 7 Configuration of experiment system in the Lab.

Fig. 8 Display panel of the Embedded Linux System

Fig. 9 Results from the real ECU in idle state

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The client program that can receive faults values and

communicate with embedded LINUX system additional to the

above explained interface circuit, device driver and socket

program for the web based remote measurement. In this study

the active X control program is coded that can execute in

internet web browser.

The active X control program is saved in the embedded
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system normally and when the client tries to connect to the

web browser, this is transmitted to the web site automatically.

For this communication, there is an embedded web server

execution so called Boa in the embedded LINUX system.

Fig.8 is the display panel that is trying to connect to the

socket program after the active X program is installed in the

embedded web server. After the completion of the connection

to the web browser, ECU initialization is done and the sensor 

output is detected on the web environment.

The display panel rendering the outputs of the sensor at the

idle state mode is shown in Fig.9. The graph has the auto

scaling x-axis and y-axis to compare the results of the ECU

sensor outputs 

Fig. 10 Results of the ECU in accelerated state

Fig.10 shows the test results from sensors to be mounted on

the engine at the acceleration mode. The characteristics of the

test results are quite different compared to the idle mode.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Development of wireless scanner using the RF and Blue

-tooth module has been studied, but scanner with web-based

measurement has not been tried yet. For the purpose of the

development of the web-based scanner, this study was

concentrated on the programming of the embedded Linux

platform which is able to communicate with ECU by

designing the interfacing electronic circuit in pursuit of the 

improvement of complicated users manual of scanner. From 

the results of designing the ECU interface with web browser,

we found the follows:

[1] The web-based automobile faults detection was possible.

Measured values from the web browser showed the same 

as the values of the wire scanner.

[2] The test method and process are simplified by inducing the 

web environment to the users. 

[3] When the internet web browser was connected to the faults

detection program (program upgrade is automatically

done), the convenience of the web based faults detection

has been enhanced because all of the related active X 

control were installed as soon as possible.

[4] The web-based measurement showed the stable and exact

values compared to the common wire scanner.
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